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Context
In a world where waste can play new roles by evolving into different status such as second
raw material, by-products or End-of-waste, waste producers must improve their waste
management approach and take all types of waste into account.
Based on the EU Waste Directive (2008/98/EC), and its waste hierarchy, Myrmex created a
report made for companies ready to tackle that challenge with the waste prevention as its top
aim.
Organizations should first know what type of waste they produce to allow them to reduce
quantities and hazardousness along their production processes or even to reduce some of
their costs of production or waste disposal operations.
Here is how Myrmex can help them: Myrmex reports wil help organizations to identify and
collect data on waste they generate (waste type -EWC-, characteristics, hazard properties,
generating processes, quantities, waste management costs, etc.) and where they will be
disposed or recovered. The Myrmex platform, with the collection of those data, will be able to
give you a report about your waste performance.

What this report is about
This report concerns the waste produced. It will help you to better know and assess the wastes
generated on your site(s) of production. By encoding your waste data on the Myrmex platform,
you will provide required information to build a report that will help your organization in its
decision-making about socio-environmental impcts.
First, you will have to give the coordinates of your site where the waste is generated. Then,
you will have to answer to questions related to disposal of waste from that site. Should you
manage some waste on-site, permit(s) and certification(s) will be collected. Eventually, the
waste recovered on-site will be assessed and similar question on disposed waste will be asked.
This should, in the first place, help you to better know your waste impact and to tag them with
the European Waste Code (EWC). Annual quantities per waste, their hazardousness, the final

waste operator, the recovery operation when on-site, and the management cost for each type
of waste will be collected to help you better control the environmental impact. A secondary
questionnaire allows you to collect more accurate information from the final waste operator.
Through consolidations of both set of answers, your report will be completed with information
you may not easily have such as final disposal or recovery operation on your waste or the
quantities in tonnes treated by this final waste operator ensuring the waste does not end at the
wrong place.
This report template is intended to be use by your own organization (internal mode) in the first
place. Then, when you will have finished your job, a second automatic report template will be
applied to your final waste operator(s) in order to provide you with more accurate information
on your waste.
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